
Future of NATO
IS THE TRANSATLANTIC ALLIANCE OBSOLETE?

D
uring the Cold War, the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) was the West’s line of defense

against possible Soviet aggression. But the end of the Soviet Union in 1991 and the disappear-

ance of NATO’s communist equivalent — the Warsaw Pact — raised doubts about NATO’s rele-

vance. Nearly 20 years later, the specter of obsolescence still hangs over the venerable 26-nation

alliance. So-called “Atlanticists” in both the United States and Europe say NATO’s role in keeping the United States

tied strategically to Europe justifies the alliance’s continued existence. Moreover, NATO makes Moscow uneasy, and

that’s a good thing, they say. Others feel NATO should “earn its keep” by assuming new military responsibilities, such

as protecting global energy-supply routes.

But one thing is certain: It’s not your grand-

father’s alliance. Since the 1990s, nearly a

dozen former Soviet states and Soviet-bloc

nations have joined NATO, easing their tran-

sition to democracy. NATO also has ex-

panded its operations beyond Europe to

Afghanistan, which may become the 60-

year-old alliance’s ultimate testing ground.

French soldiers prepare to search a house in
Afghanistan in October 2008. They are among the
64,000 soldiers deployed by NATO and a U.S.-led

coalition trying to defeat Taliban and al Qaeda
insurgents in the Central Asian country.
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Future of NATO

THE ISSUES
For weeks, Germany’s

special forces and
Afghan intelligence had

been secretly spying on a
notorious Taliban comman-
der known only as the Bagh-
lan bomber. They had
pieced together his behavior
patterns and followed him
whenever he left his safe
house in northern Afghanistan.

The insurgent leader was
linked to a long list of ter-
rorist acts, including the
shocking November 2007 raid
on the ceremonial reopening
of a new sugar factory in
Baghlan province, which
killed 79 people, including
dozens of children and sev-
eral high-ranking officials and
politicians.

Last March, German and
Afghan commandos moved
in to arrest him. Clad in black
and wearing night-vision
goggles, they came within a
few hundred yards of the
house when lookouts raised
the alarm. In the ensuing
confusion, their quarry got
away, though several marks-
men had him in their sights.

In fact, said Der Spiegel, Germany’s
most popular news magazine, “It would
have been possible for the Germans to
kill him,” but the notorious terrorist was
allowed to escape — and subsequently
returned to carry out further attacks. 1

He got away because German troops
are among the national contingents
serving in Afghanistan with North At-
lantic Treaty Organization (NATO) forces
who are not allowed to shoot unless
they are being fired upon. Troops from
France, Italy, Spain, Portugal and sev-
eral other countries are similarly re-
stricted. Because the Baghlan bomber

was fleeing instead of attacking, he
could not be shot.

As a result of these “selective par-
ticipation” policies, most of the casual-
ties among the 50,000 troops serving in
the alliance’s International Security and
Assistance Force (ISAF) in Afghanistan
are being suffered by U.S., British and
Canadian soldiers, who are fully en-
gaged in combat operations against in-
surgents. The United States has lost 630
troops in its NATO contingent in
Afghanistan since 2001, Britain 138 and
Canada 106; but Italy had only 13
deaths, Germany 28 and Portugal 2. 2

The restrictive rules of
engagement for some NATO
participants reflect the wide-
ly divergent views about
the al l iance’s goals in
Afghanistan. But the dis-
pute is only one of the many
contentious issues plaguing
NATO as it celebrates its
60th year at a summit in
April. Others include:

• How best to help
Afghanistan — The United
States and Britain see NATO
as being engaged in a full-
scale conflict against the
Taliban insurgency. But
most Europeans eschew the
idea of achieving a military
victory and focus more on
helping the Afghan people
become self-sufficient in se-
curity and democratic gov-
ernance. The ongoing debate
has stymied ISAF’s efforts to
formulate a unified strategy
in Afghanistan and has al-
lowed the Taliban to con-
tinue its attacks from within
safe havens in Pakistan’s
largely uncontrolled frontier
territory. 3

• How to deal with
global terrorism — After
the Sept. 11, 2001, terrorist
attacks in the United States,

NATO responded to President
George W. Bush’s appeal for support
in invading Afghanistan and hunting
down 9/11 mastermind Osama bin Laden
and his al Qaeda terrorist organization.
The Bush administration at first opted
to go it alone, but once the Taliban
were driven out of Afghanistan, the
alliance deployed the ISAF. But Euro-
pean governments generally view ter-
rorists as criminals — rather than as
jihadist fighters — and disagree with
the Bush administration’s declaration
of a global “war on terror.” 4

BY ROLAND FLAMINI
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With global energy resources heavily concentrated in countries
with unstable or unpredictable governments and terrorism on the
rise, protecting energy supplies has become a legitimate security
issue. NATO is debating whether its 21st-century mandate should

include protecting oil pipelines — like these transporting 
Russian oil to Germany — and global energy-supply routes,

including ocean shipping lanes.

Continued on p. 5
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FUTURE OF NATO

NATO in Europe Has Doubled in Size

The North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) — the postwar defense alliance that originally linked the United States 

and Western Europe — now has 26 members, with additional participants from the fragments of the collapsed Soviet 

Union, including most of Eastern Europe and the Baltic states, making it twice its original size within Europe.  In North 

America, the United States, Canada and Greenland — a self-governing Danish province — are part of NATO.  Croatia 

and Albania are expected to join in April — and possibly Macedonia. Ukraine and Georgia are involved in intense talks 

with NATO about joining the alliance someday, as are Bosnia and Herzegovina and Montenegro.  Although Turkey — on 

the southern border of the former Soviet Union — had joined the alliance in 1952, NATO’s inclusion of Romania, 

Bulgaria and the three former Baltic states (Lithuania, Latvia, and Estonia) in 2004 brought the alliance smack up 

against Russia’s northern and eastern borders, stirring Kremlin objections.

* West Germany was admitted to NATO prior to German reunification in 1990.

Source: North Atlantic Treaty Organization
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“Europe is not at war,” European
Union foreign policy chief Javier Solana
famously declared dismissively, adding
that Europeans do, however, “energet-
ically oppose terrorism.” 5

• Sharing the burden — The Unit-
ed States has borne the brunt of fund-
ing and arming NATO, despite efforts
to persuade the Europeans to invest
more in defense. NATO members
promise to earmark at least 2 percent
of their annual gross domestic prod-
uct (GDP) for defense, but over the
years many members have come to
regard that minimum as a ceiling. (See
graph, at right.)

In fact, while the United States
spends 4 percent of its GDP on de-
fense, only five European members —
Bulgaria, Britain, France, Greece and
Turkey — allocate even 2 percent for
defense. Other European governments
spend less, in part because of peace-
time complacency and the high cost
of their social programs. France and
Britain accounted for 48 percent of
Europe’s defense spending in 2008, while
Germany — NATO’s largest European
member — spent only 1.2 percent of
its GDP on defense in 2008 (scheduled
to increase to 1.4 percent this year
through 2012). Overall, NATO’s 24
European members have budgeted
$280 billion in military expenditures in
2009, but the impact of those expen-
ditures is dissipated since they are
spread out over dozens of separate
national programs. 6

The gap between the United States
and its European allies in military tech-
nology is also widening, making it in-
creasingly difficult for forces to work
together. When NATO intervened to
prevent ethnic strife in the Balkans in
1998, for instance, only the United
States could conduct precision strikes
and airborne refueling and had high-
tech surveillance and command-and-
control systems. And the situation
hasn’t changed much since then. (See
sidebar, p. 11.)

• Selective participation — Dur-
ing the Cold War, members of the al-
liance agreed on the threat NATO faced
from the Soviet Union and how to

address it. While consensus remains
the cornerstone of the alliance, in
today’s more complex, post-Cold War
world agreeing on strategy is more

U.S. Provides Most Funds, Troops

NATO’s 24 European members contributed about half of the alliance’s     

$1.2 trillion budget for military operations in 2007, while the United States 

alone contributed 45 percent. Most of the money was used for the war in 

Afghanistan and to maintain NATO troops in Kosovo. NATO doesn’t maintain 

a standing force. Its troops come from the armies of member nations, and all 

3.8 million troops in NATO’s member countries are considered potentially 

available for a NATO deployment. The United States maintained 1.3 million 

troops in its armed forces in 2007, more than twice the amount maintained 

by Turkey, the NATO member with the second-largest army. Iceland does not 

maintain an army or contribute to NATO’s military budget.

Source:  North Atlantic Treaty Organization

Contributions to NATO

Military Budget, 2007

European 
Members

53%

United States

45%

Canada

2%

Total: $1.2 trillion

Number of Troops Maintained by NATO Members, 2007 

(in thousands)

Belgium 39

Bulgaria 41

Canada 65

Czech Republic 25

Denmark 18

Estonia 5

France 354

Germany 247

Greece 142

Hungary 20

Iceland 0

Italy 298

Latvia 6

Lithuania 10

Luxembourg 1.6

Netherlands 51

Norway 20

Poland 150

Portugal 41

Romania 76

Slovakia 18

Slovenia 7

Spain 132

Turkey 496

United Kingdom 190

United States 1,346

Total: 3,799

Continued from p. 3
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difficult, which puts a constant strain
on relations. It is generally agreed that
if NATO is to survive it must be will-
ing to act “out of area” — or outside
of members’ territories. Indeed, “out of
area or out of business” is a popular
refrain at NATO headquarters in Brus-
sels, Belgium, nowadays. Yet Euro-
pean nations are increasingly cautious
about committing forces to non-self-
defense missions.

As a result, the “coalition of the will-
ing” approach — in which individual
members decide which missions they

will participate in — has become the
norm. Though the alliance dutifully
closed ranks in the case of Afghanistan,
NATO refused to become involved in
the Iraq conflict, even though several al-
liance members joined the U.S.-initiated
attack. And in April 2009, when in-
coming President Barack Obama is ex-
pected to ask U.S. allies to match pro-
jected U.S. troop increases in
Afghanistan, Europe will probably balk.
With both military and civilian deaths
rising in Afghanistan, opposition to what
Europeans once regarded as the

“good” war — as opposed to the “bad”
one in Iraq — is increasing in some
European countries.

• NATO enlargement — After the
fall of the Soviet Union, NATO sur-
vived — and even grew from 15 mem-
bers to 26 — because it became “a
great tool to transform Cold War
countries into democracies,” observes
Henning Riecke, a security specialist
at the German Foreign Policy Institute
in Berlin. Former communist states in
Eastern Europe and the Baltics were
offered membership in the alliance if

they became more democratic. Coun-
tries like the Czech Republic, Poland
and Lithuania eagerly complied, at-
tracted by the implied promise —
through NATO — of American pro-
tection from their old nemesis Russia.

Too battered economically and po-
litically to protest, the Russians were
allowed to participate in the alliance
by joining the specially created NATO-
Russia Permanent Joint Council, in
which Russia has military-observer sta-
tus in Brussels. But when in 2007 the
Bush administration began pressing the

alliance to extend membership to Geor-
gia and Ukraine, a newly prosperous,
oil-rich Russia began to raise strong ob-
jections.

“The emergence of the powerful
military bloc at our borders will be
seen as a direct threat to Russia’s se-
curity,” Russian Prime Minister Vladimir
Putin declared in October 2008, re-
ferring to NATO. “I heard them saying
. . . that the expansion is not direct-
ed against Russia. But it’s the poten-
tial, not the intention that matters.” 7

Led by France and Germany — both
heavily dependent on Russian ener-
gy supplies — NATO has stalled on
admitting Russia’s two southern
neighbors.

Then last August, Russia’s massive
incursion into Georgia in response to
a botched Georgian bid to invade its
separatist province of South Ossetia
stirred new fears in Eastern Europe
that Moscow might overrun its de-
mocratic neighbors in an effort to re-
claim the old Soviet empire. 8 Presi-
dent Bush has continued to push for
NATO membership for Georgia and
Ukraine despite Europe’s coolness to
the idea, and President-elect Obama
supported Georgia’s membership dur-
ing the election campaign.

But perhaps the biggest arguments
within NATO today focus on the al-
liance’s future. “The end of the USSR
. . . destroyed any rationale for the
United States to continue defending
Europe,” argued Doug Bandow, a for-
mer Reagan administration senior pol-
icy analyst. 9

Moreover, Europeans have “a grow-
ing lack of enthusiasm for defense
spending and far-flung military com-
mitments,” says Elizabeth Sherwood-
Randall, an expert on alliance relations
at the New York-based Council on
Foreign Relations think tank.

Allied leaders must do some “care-
ful bricklaying” if NATO is to stay in
business for another 60 years — or
even 10 more years, says Sherwood-
Randall. Until now, they have based

FUTURE OF NATO

Belgian soldiers from the NATO-led peacekeeping mission (KFOR) in newly independent
Kosovo patrol Mitrovica last March. NATO has been monitoring the area since 

the late 1990s, when the alliance launched air strikes against 
the former Yugoslavia to halt ethnic cleansing in Kosovo.
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their commitments “on past under-
standings but now need to renew the
effort to reach a joint threat assessment,
set allied expectations for behavior and
prepare militarily for future scenarios.”

The problem may be that NATO has
too many roles in the 21st century.
“Today, three NATOs co-exist,” says
Riecke. “There’s the NATO of the Cold
War, there’s the exporter of stability to
ex-Soviet countries and there’s the NATO
directed against new threats. East Eu-
ropeans favor the first NATO because
it offers protection from Russia; West-
ern Europeans want the second be-
cause it has brought democratic stabil-
ity; the United States favors the third
because of its commitment to the war
on terrorism. But which is the real
NATO? It’s hard to reconcile the three.”

To mark its 60th anniversary this
April, NATO is updating its strategic
concept — a document second in im-
portance only to the alliance’s 1949
founding treaty. Alliance officials hope
the end product will become the basis
for NATO’s post-Cold War strategic
role — a discussion many believe is
long overdue.

With little likelihood of a new war
in Europe, the alliance’s political and
military objectives are expected to
continue to concentrate on scenarios
that involve NATO action outside of
members’ territory. Officials also may
decide that NATO’s goals include pro-
tecting the global energy infrastruc-
ture, responding to the rise of China
and fighting global terrorism.

As NATO member states discuss the
future of the alliance, here are some
of the questions being debated:

Is NATO obsolete?
“NATO is an interesting paradox

because normally alliances disappear
when they win the war,” says Josef
Joffe, publisher-editor of the German
intellectual weekly Die Zeit and a high-
ly respected specialist on defense is-
sues. “Yet this one is still alive for all
the old reasons. You want to be al-

lied to the United States because the
United States is a kind of security lender
of last resort. You never know what
might happen, especially with Russia
coming back, point No. 1.

“Point No. 2, NATO is the most
important thing that stands between
us and the renationalization of our
defense policies” — that is, the re-
turn to nationalism in Europe which
he argues has historically led to
weapons escalations and eventually
to conflict. 10

The debate over whether the North
Atlantic Alliance should remain in ex-
istence has been going on since the
Soviet Union — the threat that sparked
NATO’s creation — collapsed in 1991.

American critics of the alliance argue
that NATO no longer serves any strate-
gic purpose yet ties up U.S. troops,
financially burdens the United States
and alarms and alienates Russia. In
addition, some Americans say that re-
liance on the U.S.-led organization dis-
courages Europe from assuming re-
sponsibility for its own defense.

“NATO has become absurd in the
post-Cold War world, with global warm-
ing and food shortages transcending
the antiquated security notions asso-
ciated with armies,” Saul Landau, a
fellow at the Institute for Policy Stud-
ies, a liberal Washington think tank,
wrote recently. 11

With Albania and Croatia about to
join NATO, “It’s not clear against whom
these countries need to be defended.
It’s even less clear why America should
do the defending,” says Bandow, the
former Reagan analyst. 12

A conservative American critic of
NATO, E. Wayne Merry, said U.S. dom-
ination of the North Atlantic Alliance,
with the Europeans relegated to ju-
nior partner roles, has stunted Eu-
rope’s growth by preventing “the evo-
lution of European integration to
include full responsibility for conti-
nental security.” Merry, a former se-
nior U.S. State Department and Pen-
tagon official and now a senior associate

at the American Foreign Policy Coun-
cil in Washington, contends that, “The
growth of European identity and Eu-
ropean integration makes this approach
obsolete.” 13

Advocates of preserving NATO
point out that it embodies multilater-
alism in an increasingly interdependent
world. “Bush quickly discovered [in
Iraq] that unilateralism didn’t work, and
when NATO let him down, he had to
create an ad hoc NATO of his own,”
observes Massimo Franco, a leading
political commentator and columnist at
the Italian paper Corriere della Sera.
Bush’s so-called coalition of the will-
ing in Iraq fell apart, he says, “because
it didn’t have the underpinnings of a
true alliance.”

Or, as Riecke of the German For-
eign Policy Institute points out, “Only
NATO is capable of mustering the
forces for a very complex operation;
no other organization can do it. NATO
is the stability actor in Europe.”

Responding to a proposal by Russ-
ian President Dmitry A. Medvedev that
NATO consider a new “security archi-
tecture” for Europe, NATO Secretary
General Jaap de Hoop Scheffer of the
Netherlands said in early December
that NATO members are “quite happy”
with the existing security structure in
Europe and that there is “not a shim-
mer of a chance that . . . NATO could
or would be negotiated away.” 14

NATO is also a built-in customer for
the multibillion-dollar U.S. weapons in-
dustry, and American arms manufactur-
ers are avid supporters of NATO ex-
pansion. NATO expansion into Eastern
Europe and the Baltic nations has been
a boon for weapons sales. 15 The boom
began in the 1990s, when former Sovi-
et states wishing to join the alliance
were required to modernize their armed
forces. Many replaced their dated Sovi-
et arms with new Western weapons. 16

As the number of new NATO coun-
tries has increased, arms sales have
kept pace. In 2006, U.S. government-
to-government arms sales were valued
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at $16.9 billion, including $6.6 billion
with NATO countries and Japan and
the balance to developing countries.
By 2008, the overall amount of such
transactions had almost doubled, to
$32 billion, with the United States cap-
turing 52 percent of the world arms
market. 17 These numbers do not in-
clude private arms sales to different
countries by U.S. companies without
government involvement — rare in the
case of major sales of combat hard-
ware. Such sales are impossible to cal-
culate with any accuracy.

Polish Foreign Minister Radek Sikorsky
says the downside of dismantling NATO
far outweighs any advantages. He iden-
tifies five reasons for keeping NATO
in existence:

• The transition costs “would be
problematic,” he says. U.S. with-
drawal from NATO would deprive
the European economy of billions
of dollars, not counting the cost
of extracting and relocating the
U.S. troops.

• With no power to check them,
Germany and France would dom-
inate Europe, which other coun-
tries would dread — especially
Eastern and Central European
countries like Poland.

• As a full-fledged power with a
bigger population and economy
than the United States, Europe
would begin to see itself more
as a competitor with America, es-
pecially with the U.S. arms in-
dustry. And once “divorced” from
the United States, Europe could
align itself with other powers. “A
Europe with its own independent
military capability will more fre-
quently say ‘no’ to America” on
a wide range of international is-
sues, Sikorsky says.

• If the United States and Europe
subsequently had to fight along-
side each other, “they would no
longer be a workable coalition,”
he says. “Pretty soon, they would
be working to reinvent NATO.”

FUTURE OF NATO

Death and Rebuilding
Residents of Afghanistan’s Helmand province display the bodies of some of the
17 civilians they say were killed by misguided U.S. or NATO air strikes on Oct. 16,
2008. NATO’s International Security Assistance Force (ISAF) said reports of enemy
air strikes in the region that day make it difficult to determine what happened. At
least 321 Afghan civilians were killed in air strikes in 2007 — three times as many
as in the previous year — feeding Afghan resentment toward U.S. and NATO forces.
To avoid such unintended consequences, some European governments promote
non-military “soft” power, such as the work provided by NATO’s Provincial
Reconstruction Teams (PRTs). An Afghan militar y official, (below, left) and a
Canadian ISAF member (right) inaugurate a road-building project funded by the
Canadian Provincial Reconstruction Team in Kandahar province, in April 2008.
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Should energy security become a
new NATO responsibility?

European members of NATO im-
port 50 percent of their energy
needs — 25 percent of it from Rus-
sia. Thus, as demand rises for oil
and gas, and with much of the world’s
energy resources in countries with
unstable or unpredictable governments,
energy has become a legitimate se-
curity issue. 18

In 2006, a NATO forum on energy-
security technology was told that the
global oil market loses a million bar-
rels a day to politically motivated sab-
otage. 19 Later that year at a NATO
summit in Riga, Latvia, alliance lead-
ers decided to add energy security to
its agenda.

“Alliance security interests can also
be affected by the disruption of the
flow of vital resources,” said the sum-
mit’s final declaration. “We support a
coordinated, international effort to as-
sess risk to energy infrastructure and to
promote energy infrastructure security.”
Member states were charged to “con-
sult on the most immediate risks in the
field of energy security.” 20

Precedents for protecting member
states’ energy supplies date back to
the Cold War, when NATO created
and maintained 10 storage and dis-
tribution facilities across Europe, pri-
marily for military use. During the
Iran-Iraq War in the 1980s, NATO ships
protected Saudi Arabian and Gulf
state oil tankers from attack by either
side in case they tried to cut off sup-
plies to the West. And in 1990, al-
though NATO did not participate as
an organization in the first Gulf War,
France, Italy, Britain and the Nether-
lands joined the United States in lib-
erating Kuwait from Iraqi occupation
— thus ensuring that Kuwait retained
its oil fields.

The alliance has yet to make pub-
lic any plan of action, but analysts say
NATO could help protect energy
sources, including oil fields, pipelines
and sea routes used for transporting

unrefined oil — especially vital sea
routes like the Panama and Suez
canals and the straits of Hormuz in
the Persian Gulf and Malacca between
Malaysia and Indonesia. Terrorist at-
tacks on these strategic routes would
have drastic consequences for energy
supplies. Moreover, pipelines deliver
40 percent of the oil and gas to world
markets and are even more susceptible
to terrorist action. 21

The idea of expanding NATO’s
tasks to include protecting global en-
ergy supplies has its problems. For
example, guarding the thousands of
miles of pipelines carrying Russian
oil and gas across Central Asia and
the Caucasus, if it were even possi-
ble, could lead to tension with the
Russians.

The size of the undertaking is daunt-
ing. “NATO cannot really protect
pipelines, but it can control the mar-
itime ‘choke’ points where traffic is
heavy, such as the Gulf, and key drilling
points,” observes Riecke at the Ger-
man Foreign Policy Institute. The in-
volvement of an essentially Western
alliance in global energy security

could make other countries feel un-
easy as well. For example, an energy
role would extend NATO’s reach into
Asia, and the Chinese will almost cer-
tainly object, he says.

In addition, argues Turkish com-
mentator and oil executive Sohbet Kar-
buz, if NATO deploys in Gulf waters,
non-NATO countries might decide to
do the same, adding to regional ten-
sions. “What if China now wants to
patrol the Strait of Hormuz?” asks Kar-
buz. “After all, China imports more oil
from the region than the United States
or the European Union.”

Can NATO effectively address in-
ternational terrorism?

On Sept. 12, 2001, less than 24
hours after terrorists attacked the World
Trade Center and the Pentagon,
NATO invoked Article 5 of the al-
liance charter, which commits all mem-
bers to aid any member that is at-
tacked. Thus the first time the article
came into play was not against the
Soviet Union — for whom it was orig-
inally intended — but against jihadist
terrorists.

NATO Troop Levels in Afghanistan Jumped Sixfold

Over 51,000 NATO troops are serving in the war in Afghanistan — more than 

a sixfold jump over 2004 levels.  About 40 percent of the NATO troops are 

Americans.  Another 12,000 Americans are serving in the U.S.-led coalition in 

Afghanistan.  President-elect Barack Obama has vowed to send additional U.S. 

troops and is expected to ask NATO countries to deploy more troops as well.

Sources:  North Atlantic Treaty Organization, U.S. Department of 

Defense

Troop Levels in Afghanistan, 2004-2008
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In 2002, at a summit in Prague,
Czech Republic, NATO retroactively
included antiterrorism as “a perma-
nent agenda item and priority for
the alliance,” according to NATO. 22

Leaders recognized the challenge of
international terrorism as a new role

for the alliance, even though there
was no consensus among members
about the nature of the threat and
how to deal with it.

Former Spanish Prime Minister
José María Aznar even calls on NATO

to break out of its transatlantic mold
and become a global antiterrorist
force. NATO needs what he calls a
“bold transformation . . . to build a
“strategic [antiterrorist] partnership,” he
says. He would like to see the al-
liance open its doors to Japan, Aus-

tralia and Israel in order “to better re-
flect the nations that are willing and
able to cooperate in eliminating the
threat of Islamist terror.” 23

Although the alliance has not taken
Aznar’s advice, it did launch a major

antiterrorist program, including devel-
oping expertise in detecting chemical,
biological and nuclear weapons and
establishing specialist teams to deal
with the after-effects of such attacks.
An alliance-wide, fail-safe cyber sys-
tem to protect the NATO computer
network from terrorist hackers has also
been implemented. And in 2004, NATO
agreed to establish a Terrorism Threat
Intelligence Unit to analyze and dis-
tribute terrorist intelligence throughout
the alliance. 24

Since 9/11, NATO has also carried
out Operation Active Endeavour to “de-
tect and deter” terrorist activity in the
Mediterranean, through which 65 per-
cent of Europe’s oil and gas imports
pass. 25 The continuous maritime sur-
veillance operation escorts oil super-
tankers and other ships and inspects
ships on the high seas, looking for il-
legally transported nuclear materials.
The operation was initially limited to
the eastern Mediterranean but in 2004
was extended to cover the entire
Mediterranean.

In 2004, NATO provided Greece
with a massive, protective blanket —
in the form of navy patrols and air
surveillance — around Athens and
other Summer Olympics venues to pro-
tect the games from terrorists. In 2006,
NATO did the same for the Soccer
World Cup in Germany. But militari-
ly NATO’s biggest antiterrorist en-
gagement to date has clearly been
Afghanistan, where nearly all member
states are deployed.

“NATO has brought essential value
to the fight against terrorism, and
Afghanistan is the best example of
this,” says Secretary General de Hoop
Scheffer.

It is widely agreed that NATO needs
to succeed in Afghanistan if its role in
the fight against terrorism is to have
credibility. “The mission is vital for
NATO,” says Bastian Giegerich, a re-
search fellow on European Security
at the London-based International

FUTURE OF NATO

A military funeral is held for U.S. Army Pfc. Joseph A. Miracle, 22, on July 14, 2007, in
Waterford, Mich. He was one of the 630 Americans killed during NATO operations in
Afghanistan since 2001. About 60 percent of the NATO’s casualties in Afghanistan 

have been Americans, followed by British and Canadian forces. German, French,
Italian and other NATO troops are only allowed to shoot in self-defense,

so their troops are not stationed in heavy combat areas.
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Working together effectively in combat has always been
a key objective of the North Atlantic Treaty Organi-
zation (NATO). So far, however, so-called interoper-

ational cooperation among NATO allies remains more an earnest
desire than military reality.

A wide technology gap exists not only between the United
States and Eastern Europe’s armed forces, which for the most
part are still switching from Soviet-era arms to Western versions,
but also with its more modern Western European allies.

The gap is partly a legacy of the Cold War, when Euro-
peans were forced to concentrate on defensive equipment against
a possible invasion, such as armor and heavy artillery, while
the United States — worried more about a long-distance war
on another continent — devoted more resources to long-range
air transport and missile development.

During the Balkan conflict in the 1990s, the Europeans sud-
denly realized that without U.S. support they could never have
sustained their participation in the conflict. The Americans car-
ried out 75 percent of the combat and support sorties and fired
95 percent of the cruise missiles and other precision-guided
devices. Americans also had the only satellite-supported sys-
tem that guides so-called “smart” bombs and tactical missiles.
The U.S. Air Force also had several hundred aircraft equipped
with electronic systems that protect planes from enemy air-defense
systems and can perform in-flight refueling. 1

In recent years Europe’s aircraft industry has been closing
the technology gap. NATO forces began using German-made
in-flight refueling aircraft in 2004. But completion of a Euro-
pean-made equivalent of the U.S. C-17 Globemaster military
transport, originally due for delivery in late 2008, has been
delayed more than a year due to production hold-ups.

As for high-tech combat, Europeans are far from becoming
interoperational with their U.S. counterparts because they lag
behind in technology. In Iraq and Afghanistan U.S. forces use
spy satellites, airborne intelligence-gathering units and software
that analyzes combat options — all linked via satellite to troops
on the ground.

However, all this precision technology hasn’t always been
able to avoid killing Afghan civilians, and NATO’s image has
suffered badly as a result. Yet, without U.S. involvement, the
Europeans could not conduct such modern warfare. Experts
also say Europe’s annual $150 billion defense expenditures
would be more effective if they were pooled. But Europeans
find collective decision-making difficult.

European NATO members also spend a smaller percent-
age of their income on defense than the United States. Although
under NATO rules all members vow to spend at least 2 per-
cent of their gross domestic product (GDP) on defense, most
European members now treat the 2 percent minimum as a ceil-
ing instead, spending about 1.4 percent of their GDPs on de-

fense. The United States spends about 4 percent of its GDP on
defense.

American critics of NATO say that with a productive popula-
tion of 445 million and a combined GDP of about $11 trillion,
Europeans can afford to look after themselves militarily. But by
spending less on defense — and refusing to pool their resources
on most joint projects — the Europeans create resentment across
the Atlantic about the unfair financial burden borne by the Unit-
ed States. The situation also undermines efforts to create a com-
mon defense policy within the military organization.

Aside from technological coordination issues, basic cooper-
ation also needs to improve among the allies. “Considerations
of competition and security, proliferation fears and numerous
laws, especially on the U.S. side, often still obstruct the path
toward a joint allied ‘plug and fight’ architecture,” wrote Ger-
man security specialist Henrik Enderlein. 2

Coordinating the alliance’s military efforts bogs down for two
other key reasons, according to Dag Wilhelmsen, manager of
NATO’s Consultation and Command and Control Agency, which
strives to increase interoperability. The greatest challenge, he said,
“is the desire of individual nations to safeguard information and
technology from their allies.” It is also difficult to bring together
systems “designed to address national needs, which often differ
widely among member nations.” 3

1 Hendrik Enderlein, “Military Interoperability,” IP Internationale Politik,
www.ip-global.org/archiv/2002/winter2002/military-interoperability.html.
2 Ibid.
3 Quoted in Robert Ackerman, “In NATO, technology challenges yield to
political interpolarity handles,” Signal Communications, Jan. 17, 2006,
www.imakenews.com/signal/e_article000509437.cfm?x=b11,0,w.

Technology Gap Separates U.S. and NATO Forces
Combat interoperability is still a long way off.

A helicopter is loaded aboard a huge U.S. C-17 Globemaster
military transport plane. Europe’s NATO members rely on 

U.S. cargo planes as they try to close the military 
technology gap between U.S. and other NATO forces.
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Institute of Security Studies. “If the al-
liance fails in Afghanistan, its appetite
to engage in that kind of operation
will become very limited.”

But the strong differences that per-
sist over how the International Secu-
rity and Assistance Force should ap-
proach its mission in Afghanistan are
seen as fundamental flaws in NATO’s
commitment. Rather than defeating the
Taliban and al Qaeda, Europeans gen-
erally perceive ISAF’s role as “coun-
terinsurgency coupled with helping to
improve governance,” says Giegerich.
Europeans focus on beefing up the ef-
fectiveness of Afghan troops and po-
lice and strengthening democratic in-
stitutions.

Germany’s Gen. Egon Ramms, until
recently overall commander of ISAF
operations in Afghanistan, defined
NATO’s role in Afghanistan as “to help
the people of the country . . . pro-
tect the Afghan people” against in-
surgents. 26

Britain, Canada and the Netherlands
— on the other hand — follow the
U.S. approach, which entails armed
engagement with the insurgents. The
result of this double standard, as an
unnamed Pentagon consultant told the
London Daily Telegraph, is “frustration
[and] irritation. . . . The mistake was
handing it over to NATO in the first
place. For many countries being in
Afghanistan seems about keeping up
appearances, rather than actually fight-
ing a war that needs to be won.” 27

What does not seem in dispute
throughout the alliance is that NATO
should be involved in the war on ter-
ror. But as U.S. Army Gen. Bantz John
Craddock, NATO’s supreme com-
mander, says, “Each NATO nation has
its own internal issues that it must
address.”

On the other hand, he added, “a
completely resourced force sends a
clear message to our adversary . . .
that NATO is committed to achieving
success.”

BACKGROUND
Internal Differences

Differences over Afghanistan are
hardly the first time NATO mem-

bers have run into internal dissent. In
fact, the alliance’s 60-year history is
full of spirited debates, but all of them
have been peacefully overcome — a
testament to the institution’s resilience
and adaptability. Meanwhile, the fact
that the Soviet Union never attacked
defines NATO’s success as a mutual
defense alliance between the United
States and Western Europe.

At the start of the alliance’s often
querulous existence, NATO’s first sec-
retary general, Britain’s Lord Ismay,
said the alliance was designed “to
keep Russia out, the Germans down
and the Americans in.”

Once Russia was out and Germany
was no longer regarded as a threat to
European peace, many predicted NATO
would dissolve. The alliance has done
just the opposite, evolving into an ex-
panded security and peacekeeping or-
ganization. And its aggressive recruit-
ment effort across Central and Eastern
Europe has resulted in a doubling in
the alliance’s size in Europe.

When NATO was formed in 1949,
a shattered, vulnerable postwar Eu-
rope still sought a continued U.S. pres-
ence, both out of fear of a possibly
resurgent Germany and as protection
from the often unpredictable Soviet
Union. The Soviets had at least 700,000
troops capable of overrunning West-
ern Europe. European poverty made
Moscow-backed communist parties at-
tractive — posing a viable political
threat to take power democratically.
Fearing that if Moscow somehow took
control of industrial Europe it could
threaten U.S. interests and even the
United States itself, Washington pumped
billions of dollars into shattered Eu-

ropean economies (through the mas-
sive Marshall Plan), and committed it-
self to the defense of Europe through
NATO. 28

The original signatories of the
NATO treaty were Belgium, Den-
mark, France, Iceland, Luxembourg,
the Netherlands, Norway, Canada,
Portugal, Italy, the United Kingdom
and, of course, the United States.
(See map, p. 4.) The French, seek-
ing greater influence, were difficult
partners from the start. “The French
attitude seems pretty hopeless: they
still fear the Germans and still want
our money, but not our advice,” U.S.
Navy Adm. Forrest Sherman com-
plained in his diary in 1950. 29

But there were other strains as well.
In 1950 Sherman warned British ne-
gotiators that the United States might
change its mind about joining NATO
if London didn’t withdraw its insis-
tence on appointing a British supreme
commander over the U.S. fleet in the
Mediterranean. The British “demand-
ed exclusive control in the Mediter-
ranean of our fleet plus their odds and
ends,” Sherman fumed. 30

By 1952, the alliance had expand-
ed to include Greece and Turkey. In
1955, after a long debate, West Ger-
many was allowed to re-arm and was
brought into the pact. The Soviets re-
sponded by forming the Warsaw Pact
alliance with seven Eastern and Cen-
tral European satellite states.

Guarding the Gap

NATO’s anti-Soviet line of defense
extended from the Turkish bor-

der with Russia in the south to Nor-
way in the north. But the major threat
was in divided Germany, where watch-
ful U.S. and European forces were
concentrated along the Fulda Gap in
the Bavarian mountains, which created
a natural divide between communist
East Germany and the West German

FUTURE OF NATO

Continued from p. 10
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Chronology
1940s The North 
Atlantic Treaty Organization
(NATO) emerges as an alliance
of democracies in Europe and
North America.

1945
World War II ends.

1949
Twelve Western countries sign the
North Atlantic Treaty, promising
mutual defense.

•

1950s-1960s
NATO deploys forces along Iron
Curtain to prevent Soviet attack
on Western Europe

1950
U.S. Gen. Dwight D. Eisenhower
becomes first NATO commander.

1952
Greece and Turkey join NATO.

1955
West Germany joins NATO; Soviet
Union and seven Eastern Euro-
pean states form the Warsaw Pact.

1966
France withdraws from NATO’s mili-
tary structure, evicts NATO troops.

1967
NATO headquarters moves from
Paris to Brussels. NATO agrees 
to work to improve East-West 
relations.

•

1970s-1980s
U.S. and Soviet Union negotiate
on nuclear arms control. Sovi-
ets invade Afghanistan.

1972
Interim arms limitation and anti-
ballistic missile treaties are signed.

1979
NATO deploys medium-range mis-
siles — but continues arms-control
diplomacy — after Moscow de-
ploys intermediate-range nuclear
missiles aimed at Western Europe.
. . . Soviets invade Afghanistan.

1982
Spain joins NATO.

•

1990s Soviet Union col-
lapses; Warsaw Pact dissolves.
East European nations begin
joining NATO. Alliance launches
its first military operation.

1991
Soviet Union collapses; Warsaw
Pact dissolves.

1995
NATO flies 3,515 missions to de-
fend civilians in Bosnia from Serb
attacks and . . . deploys troops to
enforce cease-fire in Bosnia.

1999
Hungary, Czech Republic, Poland
become first former Soviet-bloc states
to join NATO. . . . Alliance launches
air strikes against Yugoslavia to halt
ethnic cleansing in Kosovo.

•

2000-Present
NATO continues eastward ex-
pansion, deploys troops in
Afghanistan. Members debate
NATO’s 21st-century role.

2001
NATO declares the Sept. 11 terrorist

attack on the United States an attack
on all NATO members. U.S.-led
coalition — including some NATO
members — attacks Taliban and 
al Qaeda in Afghanistan.

2002
NATO-Russia Council is launched,
allowing joint consultations.

2003
NATO deploys forces to Kabul, its
first major operation outside Europe.

2004
Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania, Bulgaria,
Romania and Slovakia join NATO.

2005
NATO enlarges its force in
Afghanistan.

2006
NATO takes over from U.S.-led
coalition in southern Afghanistan.

2007
Many European governments limit
their troops in Afghanistan to self-
defensive actions.

2008
At summit in Bucharest, Romania,
NATO puts off U.S. request for im-
mediate membership for Georgia
and Ukraine but endorses American
plan to deploy missile shield in
Poland and Czech Republic. In Au-
gust, Russia invades Georgia after
surprise Georgian attack on separatist
South Ossetia. NATO condemns Rus-
sia’s “disproportionate” use of force.
In December, NATO agrees to delay
Georgia and Ukraine membership.
To counter U.S. missile plan, Russian
President Dmitry A. Medvedev vows
to deploy intermediate-range missiles
in Kaliningrad in 2009.

April 2009
NATO holds 60th-anniversary summit
in Strasbourg, France.
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When the Russian missile frigate Pytlivy steamed into
the Mediterranean in the summer of 2006, it was re-
versing history. Twenty years earlier, the presence

of a Soviet vessel in the area would have triggered alarm bells
at NATO’s Sixth Fleet headquarters in Naples, Italy.

But that was then. The Pytlivy was reporting for duty as
the first unit of the Russian Navy to take part in Operation Ac-
tive Endeavour, NATO’s permanent, post-9/11 counterterrorist
patrol in the Mediterranean. 1

Russian participation in Active Endeavour is one of the ini-
tiatives of the NATO-Russia Permanent Joint Council, an out-
growth of the cooperation agreement signed in 1997 by Pres-
ident Bill Clinton and President Boris Yeltsin to deepen and
widen the scope of bilateral relations and — not incidentally
— to offset the largely negative impact of NATO’s decision to
admit former Soviet republics and satellites into the alliance. 2

By participating in the council, Moscow has maintained a per-
manent presence at NATO headquarters and a military office
at the alliance’s military command headquarters since 2002. The
council normally consists of military and diplomatic represen-
tatives from Russia and all 26 NATO members, but if the oc-
casion calls for it, higher-ranking officials — up to heads of
government — can participate in meetings.

Since creation of the council, NATO and Russia have initi-
ated a slew of wide-ranging bilateral programs, including im-
provements in military-to-military interoperability (designed to
enable respective armed forces to work together in joint mili-
tary operations), cooperation in submarine-crew search and res-
cue and Active Endeavour. The Russians have also cooperat-
ed with NATO on counternarcotics operations, such as anti-drug
training for Central Asian and Afghan personnel. 3

In the 1990s, an economically weak Russia had been in no
position to effectively oppose the earlier enlargements, but by 2000,
enriched and emboldened by oil and gas exports, Russia began
to draw the line. President — more recently Prime Minister —
Vladimir Putin has raised strong objections, and President Dmitry
A. Medvedev told the Financial Times, “No state can be pleased
about having representatives of a military bloc to which it does
not belong coming close to its borders.” 4

Col.-Gen. Nikolai Pishchev, first deputy-chief of the Russian
general staff, took the same approach in the military newspaper
Krasnaya Zvezda: “How would the public and government of
any self-respecting state react to the expansion in the imme-
diate proximity of its borders of what is already the world’s
biggest politico-military alliance? I believe that both the leader-
ship and the citizens of that country would be quite skeptical
of any assurances of the purely peaceful character of such an
alliance, and Russia in this sense is certainly no exception from
the general rule.” 5

The NATO-Russian relationship survived and developed “even
though Moscow’s foreign policy from 2003 onward became
more independent and assertive, and Russian relations with
NATO began to sour,” wrote Dmitri Trenin, senior associate at
the Carnegie Institute for Peace in Moscow. 6

But despite Russian protests, NATO continued to expand.
In 2003 the three remaining Soviet satellites — Romania, Bul-
garia and Slovakia — and the former Soviet republics of Latvia,
Lithuania and Estonia joined NATO. The Bush administration
was also pushing the candidacy of Georgia and Ukraine on
Russia’s southern border.

The Russians call their immediate neighbors the “near abroad”
and consider them part of their sphere of influence. Indeed, Rus-
sia has been meddling in the politics of both Georgia and Ukraine
ever since their independence in 1992. In the case of Georgia,
Russia has backed militarily the separatist provinces of Abkhazia
and South Ossetia. In Ukraine, Moscow backed candidates ac-
ceptable to the large Russian-speaking minority and even al-
legedly tried to fix the elections.

At a security conference in Munich in 2007, then-President
Putin famously suggested that NATO’s eastward expansion was
directed against Russia. “NATO’s expansion does not have any
relation with the modernization of the alliance itself or ensuring
security in Europe,” Putin told an audience of defense officials
and specialists that included U.S. Defense Secretary Robert Gates.
“On the contrary, it represents a serious provocation that reduces
the level of natural trust. And we have the right to ask: Against
whom is this expansion intended?” 7

NATO was divided over admitting Georgia, with Germany
and France questioning the wisdom of accepting into the al-
liance a country with an unresolved territorial dispute. Then in
August 2008 Russian troops invaded Georgia, sweeping aside
the Georgian army and advancing across the country to the
Black Sea port of Poti. 8 The Russians said they were reacting
to a pre-emptive strike by Georgia on South Ossetia — which
Georgian President Mikheil Saakashvili acknowledged in Decem-
ber. He said he had ordered the August attack in self-defense
because of a build-up of Russian armor and troops on the
Georgian border, which he believed could only mean that
Moscow planned to invade his country. 9

On Aug. 13, five days after Russian troops invaded, a cease-
fire was brokered by French President Nicolas Sarkozy, then
president of the European Union. NATO denounced Russia’s
“disproportionate” incursion and declared that while it was not
breaking off all contact with Russia, it would not be “business as
usual” in the NATO-Russia council. In December 2008, NATO for-
eign ministers agreed to resume what Secretary General Jaap de
Hoop Scheffer called a “conditional and graduated re-engagement”
with Russia. 10

NATO-Russia Relations Are Strained
Alliance enlargement and U.S. missile defense system alarm Russia.
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The Bush administration was not happy with the re-
sumption of contact, but Secretary of State Condoleezza Rice
went along with it to avoid a confrontation. Moreover, NATO
remained adamant about withholding fast-track membership
for Georgia and Ukraine, which the United States had sought.
The two former Soviet states would join “some day,” the al-
liance stated. 11

The decision on Georgia and Ukraine sends a message to
incoming President Barack Obama, who has publicly support-
ed NATO membership for the two nations. Obama will also
have to deal with the other major divisive issue in the com-
plex relationship between Moscow and NATO: Washington’s
plan to deploy a missile defense shield in Poland and the
Czech Republic. Although the Bush administration has insisted
that the shield is intended to defend Europe from possible nu-
clear attack by Iran or North Korea, Russia is skeptical.

Russian officials say their country is the obvious target.
“Since there aren’t and won’t be any [Iranian or North Korean]
missiles, then against whom, against whom, is this [U.S.] sys-
tem directed?” asked Russian Foreign Minister Sergei Lavrov.
“Only against us!” 12

As a result of the planned U.S. missile deployment and Rus-
sia’s robust incursion into Georgia, Obama will inherit strained
bilateral relations with Moscow. “Most analysts agree that rela-
tions between Washington and Moscow are not good,” the
Voice of America reported in November. “Some experts use
‘poor,’ ‘tense,’ and ‘at a very low point,’ to describe the rela-
tionship.” 13 The Bush administration is blamed for pushing the
missile shield and a hard line on the Georgia conflict.

For example, in September the administration insisted NATO
cancel participation of the Russian ship Ladno in the Operation
Active Endeavour anti-terrorism patrol. The Ladno was already off
the coast of Turkey when the cancellation was transmitted to the
Russians. Washington also blocked a request by the Russians for
an emergency meeting of the NATO-Russia council to discuss the
situation. 14

Meanwhile, the Kremlin’s level of protest also has been
criticized within Russia as being too strident. Alexander
Khramchikhin of the Institute of Political and Military Analysis
in Moscow suggests the Kremlin is overstating the threat be-
cause the American ground-based interceptors “can hardly be
said to exist, because many tests have failed. On top of that
the bulky radar and launch pads are highly vulnerable to con-
ventional tactical weapons.” 15

President-elect Obama appears to share this skepticism: He
has said a case can be made for deploying the missile shield
— if it works.

1 “Russian ship to join NATO exercise,” Eaglespeak, May 19, 2006, www.ea-
glespeak.us/2006/05/russian-ship-to-join-nato-exercise.html.
2 Jack Mendelsohn, “The NATO-Russian Founding Act,” Arms Control As-

sociation, May 1997, http://legacy.armscontrol.org/act/1997_05/jm.asp.
3 “NATO-Russia Relations,” Topics Web page, North Atlantic Treaty Organi-
zation, Dec. 4, 2008, www.nato.int/issues/nato-russia/index.html.
4 Newser.com, “Medvedev warns against NATO plans,” March 28, 2008,
www.newser.com/story/22487/medvedev-warns-against-nato-plans.html.
5 Col. Gen. Nikolai Pishchev, “NATO Myths and Reality,” Krasnaya Zvezda,
Jan. 5, 2008, www.fas.org/man/nato/national/msg00006c.htm.
6 Dmitri Trenin, “Partnerships Old and New,” NATO Review, summer 2007,
www.nato.int/docu/review/2007/issue2/english/art1.html.
7 Yaroslav Butakov, “NATO against whom?” Rpmonitor, Feb. 12, 2007,
www.rpmonitor.ru/en/en/detail.php?ID=3220.
8 “Russian troops to patrol Georgian port — Gen. Staff,” Novosti (Russian
News and Information Agency), Aug. 23, 2008, http://en.rian.ru/rus-
sia/20080823/116235138.html.
9 Mikheil Saakashvili, “Georgia Acted in Self-Defense,” The Wall Street Journal,
Dec. 2, 2008, http://online.wsj.com/article/SB122817723737570713.html?mod=google-
news_wsj.
10 Reuters, “NATO, Russia to resume high-level contacts Friday,” Dec 18,
2008, http://uk.reuters.com/article/latestCrisis/idUKLI401387.
11 “NATO to resume Russian contacts,” Sky News, Dec. 2, 2008,
http://news.sky.com/skynews/Home/World-News/Nato-Agrees-To-Gradually-
Resume-Contacts-With-Russia-In-Wake-Of-War-With-Georgia/Arti-
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Russian troops invade South Ossetia in August 2008, shortly after
Georgian forces entered the breakaway province. Georgian

President Mikheil Saakashvili later said he invaded the province
because he feared a Russian invasion. NATO quickly 

denounced Russia’s “disproportionate” incursion.
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Federation. In the event of hostilities,
it was there on the broad, flat plain
that a potential Soviet tank invasion
was most likely.

In 1952, NATO members agreed to
deploy 100 divisions within two years.
But by 1954 it was obvious that the
alliance didn’t have the economic
strength or the political will to achieve
that target. In any case, by 1953 the
United States had begun deploying
strategic nuclear weapons at friendly
bases in Europe, and Washington —
and eventually NATO — opted for a
strategy of massive retaliation in de-
fense of Europe, which entailed the
almost exclusive use of nuclear weapons
regardless of the size and nature of the
attack. By the late 1950s, Moscow also
had developed intercontinental ballistic
missiles, making the United States itself
vulnerable to nuclear attack. 31

It took NATO nearly a decade of
debate to develop and adopt a new,
more rational, defensive approach —
so-called flexible response. President

John F. Kennedy outlined the strate-
gy in 1962, but it didn’t become of-
ficial NATO policy until five years
later. It relied on a sequence of three
escalating responses: conventional, tac-
tical nuclear and strategic nuclear.
The first involved conventional de-
fense against attack, also called di-
rect defense. If that failed, tactical nu-
clear weapons (short-range missiles
for use on the battlefield) were to be
used to force the attacker to stop the
conflict and withdraw from NATO
territory. The third line of defense
was a strategic nuclear response
using intercontinental rockets, which
shifted the focus of the conflict from
the European battlefield to a direct
U.S.-Soviet nuclear confrontation.

Flexible response worried Wash-
ington’s European allies because it
“decoupled” the United States from
the conflict until the third option.
They felt the United States would be
prepared to brave Soviet retaliation as
a last resort, after Europe had taken
a lot of punishment. In fact, U.S.

strategists did envision a long con-
ventional war before moving to the
second option. 32 Meanwhile, sever-
al efforts were made to integrate U.S.
and European forces, such as the U.S.-
proposed Multilateral Force of the early
1960s. The 25-ship seaborne force was
to be equipped with 200 Polaris bal-
listic missiles, manned by European
sailors from NATO powers under U.S.
control. But NATO member states had
no enthusiasm for mixed crews, and
the project was quietly dropped.

France Pulls Out

In 1966, French President Charles
de Gaulle pulled France out of

NATO’s military command structure,
complaining that France had been
relegated to a secondary role in the
alliance. At de Gaulle’s insistence,
NATO’s headquarters moved from
Paris to Brussels.

France’s departure reflected inter-
nal uncertainties about NATO’s con-
tinued role, especially given that the
Soviets had never invaded. East-West
tension began to relax, and the al-
liance began to broaden its political
role. In 1967, NATO adopted recom-
mendations from a report by Belgian
Foreign Minister Pierre Harmel that its
future military posture combine de-
fense and détente. In other words, de-
fense programs were to be combined
with efforts to establish better relations
with the Soviet Union and its Eastern
European satellites.

The decision would greatly influ-
ence NATO in subsequent years. 33 At
the time, some member states were
improving their bilateral relations with
Moscow. The Harmel Report helped
reconcile the different diplomatic ap-
proaches of the American and Euro-
pean leaders in the face of the Soviet
challenge. It also eventually led to
NATO-Soviet negotiations beginning in
1973 to reduce ground forces in Cen-
tral Europe — the Mutual and Balanced

FUTURE OF NATO

Americans Suffer Most Casualties

Most of the 1,045 NATO troops killed in Afghanistan since 2001 have been 

American, British and Canadian, who are fully engaged in combat operations 

against Taliban and al Qaeda insurgents. Germany, France, Italy and other 

NATO governments only allow their soldiers to shoot at the enemy in 

self-defense, so their troops are not stationed in areas with heavy combat.

Source:  icasualties.org, Jan. 5, 2009
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Force Reduction talks, and to the Con-
ference on Security and Cooperation
in Europe in 1975.

In the late 1970s the Soviet Union
introduced the medium-range SS-20
missile, capable of carrying nuclear
warheads to European cities. NATO
responded in the early 1980s with a
“dual track” strategy: plans to deploy
108 U.S.-supplied Pershing II missiles
and 462 ground-launched cruise mis-
siles in Europe while pressuring
Moscow to negotiate the mutual re-
moval of medium-range arsenals from
Europe.

What quickly became known as Eu-
romissiles stirred strong public oppo-
sition, with violent protests breaking
out in West Germany and Italy. Mean-
while, Moscow worked hard to open
a rift between the United States and
its European allies. Ailing Soviet leader
Leonid Brezhnev flew to Bonn in an
attempt to persuade Chancellor Helmut
Schmidt to reject the American missiles.
However, faced with a critical test of
the alliance’s political resolve and
cohesion, European governments
stood firm.

Enlarging NATO

After the collapse of the Soviet Union
in 1991, NATO began expanding

its membership to include former So-
viet satellite countries, starting with
Poland, Hungary and the Czech Re-
public in March 1999, followed by Bul-
garia, Romania, Estonia, Lithuania,
Latvia, Slovakia and Slovenia in 2004.

Aspiring nations were required to
show progress towards democratiza-
tion and improve their military effec-
tiveness. NATO enlargement thus be-
came a catalyst for quick change in
the former communist states, under
close Western guidance. Eastern Eu-
ropeans and the Baltic nations, still
nervous about the intentions of their
Russian neighbor, welcomed NATO’s
(i.e. America’s) protective shield.

“What we’re doing here is hoping
for the best and creating the condi-
tions for the best but also being pre-
pared for the possibility of Russia’s re-
asserting itself,” President Bill Clinton
told members of Congress on the day
of the first NATO enlargement. “We’re
walking a tightrope.” 34

As NATO’s borders edged closer to
Russia, the alliance tried to reassure
Moscow by establishing the NATO-
Russia council, with permanent mili-
tary representation in Brussels, and —
as Clinton said — “holding open a
place for Russia in some future, evolved
version of NATO.” 35

But Moscow’s discomfort with NATO
expansion grew as additional coun-
tries — including Croatia, Macedonia,
Azerbaijan, Georgia and Ukraine —
stood in line to join the alliance. Since
2006, Putin — first as president and
more recently as prime minister — has
issued several strong protests against
NATO’s continued enlargement into
the “near abroad,” as Moscow calls its
closest neighbors.

The latest threat to NATO’s survival,
however, comes not from Russia but

from a wild, rugged country where —
ironically — 20 years ago, the Rus-
sians themselves learned the lesson of
bitter defeat.

CURRENT
SITUATION

Slowing Expansion

The war in Afghanistan, however,
is not the only challenge facing

NATO today.
At a NATO summit in Bucharest,

Romania, in April 2008 — in the first
known instance of NATO turning down
a personal request by a U.S. president
— the alliance rebuffed Bush’s pro-
posal that Georgia and Ukraine be
given so-called Membership Action Plan
(MAP) status, a period of preparation
designed to improve an aspiring
member’s democratic credentials and

“Yankees, Leave Your Radar At Home,” say Czech communists to protest a radar base the
United States wants to build in the Czech Republic as part of a global missile defense shield

against a potential threat from Iran or North Korea. NATO’s endorsement of the plan —
which includes installing 10 interceptor missiles in neighboring Poland — 

has caused tension between the alliance and the Kremlin.
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military effectiveness. The alliance put
the plan on the back burner and then
reaffirmed its decision in early De-
cember at a meeting of the NATO for-
eign ministers in Brussels. Faced with
strong protests from Prime Minister
Putin, Germany and France led other
member states in a maneuver ac-
knowledging that the two Caucasian
nations would become NATO mem-
bers eventually but stopping short of
giving them MAPs, saying further ne-
gotiations would be necessary.

The decision came after months of
tense confrontation and rhetoric over
the issue. In what many saw as a quid
pro quo, NATO backed the Bush ad-
ministration’s plan to deploy intercep-
tor missiles in Poland linked to a mis-
sile defense radar system in the Czech
Republic. The United States says the
system is intended to defend Europe
from possible ballistic missile attacks
by rogue states, such as Iran and North
Korea, but Russia views it as a po-
tential threat. Agreements on the de-
ployment have since been signed with
both NATO countries.

In retaliation, Moscow announced
in November 2008 that it would begin
installing its own intercontinental, nu-
clear-capable missiles within a year. 36

President Medvedev said newly de-
veloped RS24 missiles — with a range
of 4,000 miles — would be sited in
Kaliningrad, a Russian enclave awk-
wardly perched between NATO mem-
bers Poland and Lithuania. 37

The brief conflict between Russ-
ian and Georgian forces last August
chilled relations between NATO and
Russia. It also split the alliance, with
the Bush administration continuing
to champion Georgian President
Mikheil Saakashvili despite his rash
attempt to annex the breakaway
province of South Ossetia — which
Washington officials say they re-
peatedly warned him not to try —
and the Europeans’ more measured
inclination to give Moscow at least
some benefit of the doubt. 38

The American position was compli-
cated by the fact that a hotly contest-
ed presidential election was in full swing.
Republican candidate Sen. John McCain
of Arizona exploded in hawkish anti-
Russian comments. Democratic candi-
date Sen. Obama of Illinois took a
tough stance as well, saying Georgia’s
NATO aspirations should not be un-
dermined by the August fighting.

South Ossetia (birthplace of Soviet
dictator Josef Stalin) and the nearby re-
gion of Abkhazia have long sought to
separate from Georgia and are sup-
ported by Russia. 39 Given the oppor-
tunity, the Russians retaliated in force,
advancing across Georgia like a knife
through butter as far as the Baltic port
of Poti. NATO quickly censured
Moscow’s “disproportionate use of force”
and expressed support for Tblisi, putting
its relations with Moscow on hold. As
Secretary General de Hoop Scheffer
put it in August, there would be “no
business as usual” in the NATO-Russia
council for a while. 40

The “while” lasted three months. At
its December meeting NATO an-
nounced it was resuming a “condi-
tional and graduated re-engagement”
with Russia, which it said did not sig-
nify approval of Russia’s incursion into
Georgian territory or its continued pres-
ence in, and recognition of, the break-
away province of South Ossetia. 41

The decision represented a defeat for
the tough line with Moscow that
Washington wanted to maintain and a
success for the European argument that
NATO needed to engage the Russians
rather than isolate them.

In fact, NATO support for either
Georgian or Ukrainian membership
has dwindled. “Even the position of
friends of Georgia and Ukraine
within the alliance has evolved,” said
Slawomir Debski, director of the Pol-
ish Institute of International Affairs
in Warsaw, who believes no deci-
sion is likely until after the 60th-
anniversary summit in April. 42 In
Ukraine, he pointed out, the gov-

ernment had collapsed, and public
opinion is deeply divided over
NATO membership, with 60 percent
of the population opposing joining
the alliance.

“The political upheavals in Ukraine
mean that there is no partner reliable
enough to talk to,” he said. “NATO
should wait until the territorial conflict
with Russia is resolved” before making
a decision on Georgia’s application.
For instance, if Georgia had been able
to invoke Article 5 as a NATO mem-
ber in August, the alliance would have
been pulled into war with Russia, he
pointed out.

Extending NATO membership to
Ukraine and Georgia “borders on in-
sanity,” says Benjamin Friedman, a
research fellow on security at Wash-
ington’s Cato Institute, a libertarian
think tank. “These countries are se-
curity consumers, not producers, and
can provide little military benefit to
the alliance. Both countries come with
pre-existing conflicts with their
stronger neighbor, Russia. . . . If you
designed a country to be an un-
comfortable ally, it would look some-
thing like Georgia — a weak nation
with a territorial conflict with a nuclear-
armed neighbor, led by a leader with
a demonstrated capacity for reck-
lessness.”

That view is increasingly shared
even in Washington, which has
backed away somewhat from its po-
sition earlier in the summer, when out-
going Secretary of State Condoleezza
Rice proposed that NATO consider
dropping the MAP requirement and
fast-tracking Georgia’s and Ukraine’s
membership.

By December, faced with alliance
opposition to circumventing the sys-
tem, Rice had backtracked: “There
should be no shortcuts,” she de-
clared, admitting that membership
was “a long road ahead” for both
countries.

Continued on p. 20
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At Issue:
Has NATO become irrelevant?Yes

yes
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it is difficult to find any institution besides the North At-
lantic Treaty Organization (NATO) that would manifest
such a wide gap between progress in form and lack of

success in substance. Its public image is great: The alliance out-
lived its main enemy, the Warsaw Pact, and won the Cold War.
The number of members has more than doubled, and other
countries are queuing to join the most powerful and prestigious
club in the world.

But this historic triumph brought a few existential challenges
to which NATO can’t respond — at least not yet. First, what,
after all, is the new strategic mission of NATO? Twenty years
after the end of the Cold War, it is still unclear what kind of
tasks this alliance should address: The Euro-Atlantic area does-
n’t need protection from a Soviet threat any more. Attempts to
turn NATO into a global alliance and main international secu-
rity institution — which would be a natural continuation of
post-Cold War logic — haven’t been realized. European allies
are far from enthusiastic to fulfill missions in distant parts of
the world, where they don’t see their clear interests.
Afghanistan is evidence enough.

Second, why is transatlantic unity still necessary in the 21st
century? Tradition? Sure. Common values? Yes, but Europe and
the United States differ on how those should be implemented.
Common threats? Unlikely. Neither China nor international terror-
ism provides a consolidating threat, while Russia is simply unable
to pose it. Strategic horizons? Not at all. The United States, as a
global superpower and Europe as a regional entity with a unique
political culture have different views on world affairs.

Third, is NATO still able to spread stability and security? In
the 1990s the West could transform the security system ac-
cording to its own ideas. Russia was unable and unwilling to
resist; China was completely focused on internal development.

Now, however, in an effort to export security NATO expan-
sion has become a catalyst for serious conflict, provoking Rus-
sia by intruding into its historical domain. Since NATO is root-
ed in the previous Cold War epoch, it is unrealistic to expect
Moscow to change its attitude vis-à-vis enlargement.

Conceptually, NATO is obsolete and unfit to address real
threats, but political and bureaucratic inertia will keep it going
and provoking new strategic misunderstandings.No

BASTIEN GIEGERICH
RESEARCH FELLOW ON EUROPEAN
SECURITY, INTERNATIONAL INSTITUTE OF
SECURITY STUDIES, LONDON

WRITTEN FOR CQ GLOBAL RESEARCHER, JANUARY 2009

since the end of the Cold War NATO has confounded
regular predictions of its demise by demonstrating an
impressive adaptive ability.

NATO’s transformation is by no means complete, but it has
mutated to reflect the myriad security threats posed in today’s
security environment, including international terrorism. Yet, at
the same time, it has maintained its core capacity for collective
defence, even though this latter capacity is no longer directed
against a particular enemy.

The alliance provides a vital forum for transatlantic dialogue
on security issues. It is also an invaluable tool to influence
third countries through cooperation — a quick browse through
NATO’s various partnership programmes underlines this point.

The degree of pre-crisis military coordination among its
member states remains unrivalled: NATO’s defence planning
system, commonly agreed goals and efforts to standardize pro-
cedures and equipment mean NATO member forces are much
more interoperable than they would be otherwise. When
NATO does deploy forces, there is a functional multilateral
framework for doing so in which its members understand
each other’s strengths and weaknesses.

Being a coalition of democracies makes it necessary to
build and maintain political consensus as a prerequisite for
action, which is always time-consuming and sometimes te-
dious. However, the upside provided by being a genuine
coalition of democracies means that once consensus exists, the
international legitimacy of NATO’s actions is high.

NATO remains the most promising tool for the United States
to influence the security and defence policies of European
countries, and thus an important instrument of leadership.

The United States does not have the capacity to deal with
global security threats on its own. In eight out of 10 cases
her NATO allies will remain the most capable and most reli-
able partners around.

This is not an argument for nostalgia: NATO must continue
to adapt to stay relevant. The last two decades suggest that it
can do both.
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‘A Beast with 100 Heads’

The past year has been the dead-
liest yet for NATO forces in

Afghanistan since the U.S.-led invasion.
Financed by a flourishing opium trade,
Taliban insurgents and al Qaeda fight-
ers have regrouped in Pakistan’s law-
less territories bordering Afghanistan,
where fellow Pashtun tribes give them
shelter and protection between their
raids across the border. 43 The 294 al-
lied military deaths in 2008 are the

most ever in the seven years of the
war. Reporters in Afghanistan say the
conflict is “stalemated, at best.” 44

All 26 NATO countries and 13 non-
NATO allies — which have small con-
tingents, such as Sweden (with 85 per-
sonnel) and Austria (3) — have
contributed troops to NATO’s 50,000-
strong International Security and As-
sistance Force (ISAF). The United States
has 20,000 American troops serving
under NATO command, plus another
12,000 in the U.S.-run Operation En-
during Freedom, which originally hunt-

ed for bin Laden — who is still at
large — and his al Qaeda terrorists.

But terrorists are just one aspect of
the challenge facing NATO forces. “We
now have a country that’s infested with
everything from the Taliban and al Qaeda
on the insurgency side, to bandits, war-
lords and narcotics traffickers,” said for-
mer CIA officer Michael Scheuer in a
recent PBS documentary. “We’re really
fighting a beast with 100 heads.” 45

U.S. Defense Secretary Robert Gates
has called Afghanistan, “NATO’s first
ground war.” 46 But that’s not really
true for troops from Germany, France

and Italy, whose governments have
imposed rules of engagement — so-
called “caveats” — specifically pro-
hibiting them from engaging in com-
bat unless they come under attack.

The caveats are not just the result
of domestic political pressure generated
by the unpopularity of the Afghanistan
mission. They also reflect differences
in approach within NATO. While the
United States plans to send in more
troops for an Iraq-type “surge,” the
French attitude is more typical of the
European position. France believes “the

focus must be on transferring more
power and responsibility to the Afghan
authorities,” says Shada Islam, senior
program executive at the European
Policy Centre think tank in Brussels.
That’s a tall order in a country where
large areas have yet to be brought
under the control of President Hamid
Karzai’s not-very-effective government.

French Foreign Minister Bernard
Kouchner, Islam points out, has said
he does not believe there will be a
“military solution in Afghanistan.” In-
stead, he and many European leaders
say efforts should be focused on help-
ing to develop Afghanistan’s armed
forces so the country can ultimately
provide its own security.

So far, the 70,000-man Afghan army
has improved in combat capability, say
NATO leaders. But it’s a small force in
a country with a population of more
than 32 million, and current plans are
to expand it to 134,000 over the next
five years. By contrast, the Afghan po-
lice, who are also being trained by ISAF,
remain largely inefficient and corrupt. 47

Provincial Reconstruction Teams
(PRTs) — another non-combat project,
made up of NATO military personnel
and civilian aid workers — have had
an uneven record of success, accord-
ing to a 2008 report by specialists from
the Woodrow Wilson School of Inter-
national Affairs in Washington. 48 The
German PRT operating in the north-
ern province of Kunduz is the largest
and one of the more successful, but
its role was typical, albeit on a larger
scale than most. Working with the
provincial authorities, the report says,
the PRT helped to restore drinking
water to 850,000 inhabitants, con-
structed hundreds of elementary schools
and clinics, conducted training for teach-
ers, police and judges and provided
security. But it has failed to convince
the Afghans that the state had con-
tributed to the effort.

“Kabul’s authority continues to be
regarded as more or less nonexistent,”
the report says. “Citizens are disap-

Continued from p. 18

A German military policeman (left) trains Afghan police officers in northern Afghanistan in
September 2008. Many Europeans contend that rather than seeking a military solution in

Afghanistan, NATO should focus on helping Afghan police and armed forces provide the
country’s own security. The army has improved in combat capability under NATO’s 

guidance, but the police reportedly remain largely inefficient and corrupt.
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pointed in the performance of the
province’s institutions.” 49

Meanwhile, the Pentagon is plan-
ning to deploy another 20,000-30,000
troops in Afghanistan this year, and in-
coming President Obama is expected
to ask the NATO partners to send ad-
ditional troops. But “European gov-
ernments are likely to ignore Obama’s
demands that they assume greater re-
sponsibility by sending more troops,”
says Islam, which is expected to cast
a pall over Obama’s first official deal-
ings with his NATO allies next April.

Many Europeans question whether a
troop surge will work in Afghanistan’s
rugged terrain, which makes a heavy
ground war nearly impossible, and air
strikes mean heightened civilian casual-
ties. In 2007, 321 Afghan civilians were
killed in U.S. and NATO air strikes —
three times as many as in the previous
year — which has corroded Afghan views
of U.S. and NATO forces as “liberators.”

As an American soldier put it in the
PBS documentary, “I don’t think that
even the little kids like us.” 50

OUTLOOK
New Strategic Concept

The upcoming NATO summit in
April to celebrate the alliance’s

60th anniversary would seem an ob-
vious platform to begin reshaping its
future. The French city of Strasbourg
was chosen as the summit venue to
mark the return of France to NATO’s
military command 40 years after Pres-
ident de Gaulle’s withdrawal.

Former NATO Supreme Commander
Gen. James L. Jones, who has been
tapped to head President Obama’s Na-
tional Security Council, pinpoints one
pressing change. “Most [NATO nations]
understand that for NATO to survive
as an institution in the 21st century,

they need to start thinking about a
new strategic concept,” the former
Marine commandant told The New
York Times recently. “Unfortunately,
NATO’s mission is still rooted in the
20th-century, Cold War model of a de-
fensive, static, reactive alliance instead
of an agile, flexible and proactive 21st-
century reality.” 51

But Poland’s Debski doubts that the
alliance will be able to produce a new

strategic concept at the April summit.
“The thinking about a new strategic
concept is in progress; the machinery
of consultation is moving,” he says. But
the summit will probably not discuss it
in any depth in order “to give the Obama
administration time to elaborate its own
strategy towards NATO.

“The summit will be Obama’s first
NATO meeting, and . . . such a post-
ponement seems likely,” Debski con-
tinues. “With a new president in the
White House we are at a point of de-
parture.” With a former NATO com-
mander as national security adviser, how-
ever, the Obama administration might
be in a position to articulate an alliance
policy sooner than Europeans expect.

Equally important, say observers,
NATO will want to see how U.S.-

Kremlin relations develop with Obama
in the Oval Office.

Oil-rich Russia’s new determination
to reshape its place in world affairs
makes NATO members that are for-
mer Soviet satellites nervous. They
want reassurance that NATO’s securi-
ty blanket is more than just rhetoric.
If, for example, Russia attacks Latvia,
will NATO come to its rescue under
Article 5?

The 60th-anniversary summit is likely
to reaffirm alliance guarantees because,
as Giegerich of London’s International
Institute for Security Studies points out,
“If there’s an attack on a NATO mem-
ber and the alliance doesn’t respond to
Article 5, then the alliance is dead.”
Debski calls the article “the essential
fundament of the Alliance. If Article 5
is weakened, the whole institution may
die very soon.”

Developing NATO’s role in protect-
ing energy resources and transportation
routes is also likely to be on the sum-
mit agenda. And it’s not clear whether
the new U.S. administration will con-
tinue President Bush’s push for mem-
bership for Georgia and Ukraine.
Giegerich forsees “a strategic pause” in
the push for enlargement. “As long as

“Today, three NATOs co-exist. There’s the NATO of the

Cold War, there’s the exporter of stability to ex-Soviet

countries and there’s the NATO directed against 

new threats. . . . But which is the real NATO? 

It’s hard to reconcile the three.”

— Henning Riecke, security specialist
German Foreign Policy Institute
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the situation in Georgia is unsettled, it’s
not in NATO’s interest to admit it.”

However, Albania and Croatia are
expected to be admitted.

Despite its problems, the alliance keeps
the United States engaged in European
security affairs. NATO enlargement has
helped to unify a continent divided by
60 years of conflict and ease the entry
of Eastern and Central European coun-
tries into the European Union. NATO has
brought peace to the Balkans — and
maintains that peace by keeping troops
there. Through its Partnership for Peace,
the alliance has established links with
countries in other regions, such as Cen-
tral Asia. Military cooperation between
the allies promotes military interoperability
and develops professional bonds and
habits of cooperation that endure be-
yond an immediate deployment. 52

Most observers say that if NATO is
to remain an instrument for transat-
lantic security, it must be ready to take
on more so-called out-of-area opera-
tions like the war in Afghanistan. But
the alliance must establish parameters
for such a commitment.

“In a world of ‘globalized insecuri-
ty,’ a regional Eurocentric approach sim-
ply no longer works,” Secretary Gen-
eral de Hoop Scheffer declared recently.
“We have to address security challenges
where and when they emerge, or they
will show up on our doorstep.” 53
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